Preparing for a career in Law

Colgate University
A dedicated pre-law adviser assists students who wish to pursue a career in law, including: creating individual time lines, LSAT preparation, critiquing essays, reviewing applications, and choosing schools for application submissions and matriculation.

Law school acceptance rate for Colgate 2013 graduates

100% 75%

COLGATE HOSTS AN ANNUAL LAW SCHOOL FAIR. ATTENDEES INCLUDE:
Boston College
Boston University
Columbia University
Cornell University
New York University
Syracuse University
University of Michigan

TOP LAW SCHOOLS OF COLGATE ALUMNI
Duke University
Emory University
George Washington University
Georgetown University
Northwestern University

Colgate University’s Washington, D.C. semester-long study group offers internships in the executive and legislative branches of the government, among other areas.
The Colgate Debate Society includes the Debate Team (pictured), Mock Trial, and Model United Nations.

**FELLOWSHIPS**

- The **John A. Golden ’66 Endowed Fellowship** provides summer internship funding for highly qualified students interested in pursuing a graduate law degree and career in law.

- The **David M. Jacobstein ’68 and Cara Jacobstein Zimmerman ’97 Endowed Fellowship** provides stipend support for internships, with preference given to students seeking a public-interest internship in fields such as law or politics.
DAVID MILLS ’99

Major: Mathematics
Postgraduate education: University of Michigan Law School
Current position: founder, The Mills Law Office LLC

In November 2010, David Mills presented the case of Ortiz v. Jordan at the U.S. Supreme Court. Mills won the case with a 9–0 unanimous decision from the court.

“All the training in mathematical logic helped with much of what is involved in being an attorney — not only identifying important issues, but also really being able to break them down into a cohesive, structured format to explain the points and conclusion,” said Mills.